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On behalf of Cleeve Vale Rotary Club we extend a warm
welcome to you all on the 16th anniversary of this
event. We are delighted to welcome both old and new
friends to celebrate the occasion with us. Winchcombe
Rotary Club has joined us again this year to help with
the organisation and manning of the event. We enjoy
working together and trust this will continue.
Over the past 16 years your participation and

generosity have enabled us to raise over £220,000 and to
support a wide range of local and international causes,
such as the following:

� The Community Defibrillator Project – the supply
and installation of over 50 Automated External
Defibrillators to local schools, community locations
result.

� Supporting local schools and students – a variety of
activities including Young Chef of the Year, Achiever
Awards, Life Education Mobile Units which visit local
primary schools, and musical instruments.

� Supporting local charities – carer organisations,
activities for the disabled and Sue Ryder at
Leckhampton Court.

�World Polio Eradication – contributions to the
International Rotary Polio Eradication programme in
collaboration with the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation.

� International Aid – donations to Mercy Ships, DEC for
Myanmar and Mozambique, standpipes for water
supply, malaria nets for Africa, and many more.

Our weekend begins with the Cotswold Tour on the
Saturday, organised by the Winchcombe Rotary Club. This
takes in 80 miles of the finest Cotswold countryside,
starting at Prescott and finishing at The Classic Motor Hub,
Bibury. Sunday is our main event. Again we have a full
paddock of Classics and interesting cars to ‘run the hill’. In

the Orchard there will be other classics on display to be
viewed and admired, many of which will form a
cavalcade to drive the hill immediately after the mid-day
break.
Our thanks to The Bugatti Owners Club for their help

and cooperation in allowing us to hold this event and to
their marshals who look after our safety. Thank you to our
sponsors and advertisers for contributing to the day. Your
support is most appreciated.
We would welcome new members to Rotary. If you

are interested please talk to any Rotarian on the day.
Thank you once again for your support and we hope

you will have a wonderful day with us. See you next year!
Stephen Lloyd, Cheltenham Cleeve Vale Rotary Club

May I say the members of Winchcombe Rotary Club are
honoured to have been given the opportunity to
provide support to Cleeve Vale Rotary Club with the
organisation and manning of this prestigious event, for
a second year.
We are a relatively new club and being on something

of a learning curve, the guidance and council we have
received from our new colleagues has proven invaluable.
From our share of last year’s proceeds, we have been

able to support a number of local causes, including Kate’s
Home Nursing, Winchcombe Day Care Centre, Sue Ryder
Hospice, a local Playgroup and WAM Youth, which
provides community mentoring and support to young
people. We are also becoming involved in International
Aid, by providing support to an Orphanage in Honduras.
I also wish to thank you for your participation and

generosity, and assure you we will do all we can to make
sure you have a great day at the 16th Classics at Prescott.

Jim Craigie, Winchcombe Rotary Club

Message from the Presidents of the Rotary Clubs
of Cheltenham Cleeve Vale and Winchcombe

Programme of Events
0830 Gates open. Hill may be walked until 0945
0900 Briefings for all drivers and passengers begin
1000 Hill opening by John Peskett in his Allard J2
1002–1300 Hill Runs
1300–1330 Lunch break
1315 Cavalcade assembles in Orchard
1330 Cavalcade proceeds up hill
1340 Hill runs restart
1530 Winners in AUTOGLYM ‘Best turned out car’ competition

announced
1530 Hill closes
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This year marks the 14th time I have written my
Paddock Jottings so I thought it was about time to
make an index for all the programmes since 2006
[page 10]. Initially there were no other articles
but over the years I have been blessed with many
authors who were willing to spend a little time in
writing about their particular car or motoring
experience.
Every programme has had the near-identical

front page, composed by the event originator the
late Eric Ford, which includes his Lea Francis.The
back cover has always been a period advert of a
car that we were celebrating for some good reason.
I hope this format will continue for many years.
This year we celebrate the Allard J2 which is 70

years old and the prototype of which won its class
twice in 1949 here at Prescott. That very car will
open the hill today and is joined in the Paddock by
a K1 and another J2 (driven by Chris Pring  whose
article about the J2 you will find on page 28).
The articles are spread throughout the

programme so that you as you read them your eyes
cannot avoid the adverts which many companies
have kindly paid for – and no, there isn’t a mistake
on page 35! The programme now contributes yearly
over £5,000 to our charity fund.
The front cover also features the logos of all

our sponsors, including this year for the first time
Baylis and Cherished Vehicle Insurance Services.
We have two special Daimlers here today. The

first, theSP250 or Dart which celebrates its 60
years, for which there is an article by Glyn Overy
on page 22. The other is the 1943 Dingo or Scout
Car [article by Chris and Damian Ball page 22]
which although road legal will probably not climb
the hill today. One of the other Ball family cars is
parked alongside and is a D-type Jaguar. What a
comparison! The D-type is the subject of Mark
Hales’s delightful article [page 12] written in his
unique style. This is the ninth time Mark has very
kindly written a piece just for our programme.
Talking about interesting styles, don’t miss the

article by Zog Zeigler [page 32]. Zog took over as
commentator at almost the last minute last year

(to my great relief as I had been down to do it)
and as he made such a brilliant go of it has agreed
to perform the task again. He will be ably assisted
again by Noel Fagan who acts as his spotter armed
with details of every car, which he selects and
passes to Zog a few seconds before that car
reaches the start line.
There are other non-Rotarians I have been

indebted to over the years. David Onyett takes all
the adverts and articles that I provide him with
and sets them in the format required by the
printer. Richard Dredge has been our
photographer each year and has freely given his
and his sister Vicky’s time to provide you with
high class photographs. These people have
effectively contributed over £15,000 to our
charity fund and I thank them most sincerely.
This year is the first time that we have

welcomed cars made on the other side of the Iron
Curtain and I am grateful to Richard Hemington
for organising the group of Trabants and Wartburgs
that you will see assembled in the Orchard.
Richard, whose article is on page 68 will be driving
the hill in his Kubelwagen and the group will make
an interesting segment of the cavalcade and
should include a Russian Ural motorbike and
sidecar. a replica, albeit updated a bit, of WWII
military vehicle; a bit lighter than the Scout car! If
there were a prize for the longest distance driven to
the event it would go to Wilfried Herzog in his

Paddock Jottings – Geoff Kimber
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Wartburg 312, who has come all the way from
Hoppegarten the other side of Berlin over 800
miles away.
There are a couple of articles that are Monte

Carlo Rally linked. The Hotchkiss 686 is said to
be that which won the ladies cup in 1938 [page
24 by Ian Beattie] and Andy James recounts, on
page 58, his run in the Historique version in his
Mk2 Jaguar. In the paddock is an XK120 that was
part of the victorious Jaguar team in the 1951
RAC Rally won by Ian Appleyard (in my youth I
remember making a my first scale model car
which was of that Jaguar NUB120). Also present
is a Chevrolet Monte Carlo. With the longest
bonnet ever of a Chevrolet and 17 ft overall
length I doubt it ever took part inthe Rally. Its
owner Tony Holden tells me it is great fun to
drive and I expect him to light up its tyres when
he does his runs. From one extreme to the other
we should not forget the Mini which was born
in 1959. I had an early Mini van which at £360
new (no purchase tax) was surely the cheapest
sports car on the market. Peter Kleyn has got a
splendid example of the Cooper S version here in
Moss Alley.
Joy Rainey reports on her first year with the

McLaren Spyder [page 42]. Joy who has
supported our event so well (remember her
opening the hill in her 1903 Oldsmobile in which
she had driven across America?) is today kindly
giving rides to 3 lucky raffle winners. They had
better hold onto their hats!
We don’t have many vans entering but those

that have, have been exceptional; the same
applies to the Vauxhall van of Alex Willis [see
page 52].
Two other vehicles which have had much

worked upon are the Triumph 2500pi estate car of
Peter Barrett [page 18] and the Porsche 911 of
Mark McConnell [page 64].
Do go and have a look at the Subaru Impreza of

Stephen Loveridge which is remarkable for what
it lacks in the aim of making it a faster Rally car,
e.g. it has no airbags, no sound insulation and no
abs but it does have around 300 bhp and a driver
controlled diff.

There is an MG Midget in the paddock that
has been ‘found’ and ‘fixed’ and today will have
its ‘drive it’ phase.The drivers are of course Henry
Cole and Sam Lovegrove and the filming today
will form part of their programme on More 4 that
goes out later in the year.

Next year’s event is booked for 9th and 10th of
May 2020.

Details will be on www.classicsatprescott.com

8

Programme designed and typeset by
David Onyett Publishing & Production Services
david.onyett@btinternet.com  07980 282518

Printed by in2print  01242 295555  info@in2print.com
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It’s hard to find anyone who doesn’t like the
look of Jaguar’s D and E-types. And if I’m given
the choice, I’d pick the latter as a long distance
race car – long and low almost always equals nice
handling. It’s under that body beautiful though
that some advanced features so often go
unnoticed or are taken for granted. Both cars
were designed and styled by former aircraft
engineer Malcolm Sayer, and there’s plenty which
others would claim as their own in the years to
come. The D-type of 1954 featured a deep,
rivetted sheet metal monocoque tub which sits
the driver low down and – if they wanted –
beneath the buffet of wind.. . Aeroplanes had
been rivetted together from sheets since before
the war, so the car world had already taken its
time to plagiaraise and it would be a few years
yet before John Cooper and Colin Chapman
stunned the Grand Prix world with something
similar. There were the D-type’s disc brakes too,
featuring remote servo assistance, inside cast
aluminium instead of the spoked wire wheels
more common at the time, and there was the
aircraft style rubber bag fuel tank that was
suspended inside the tail like a hammock and
wouldn’t split in a crash. And that huge fin which
smoothed the air cleaved by the driver’s head
and I now find, made for a cubby to stow tools
and spares. So many hugely innovative features
which are now accepted as the norm.

Sayer made good use of the wind tunnel
during the development of the D and then he
and test driver Norman Dewis would try
whatever it was at the recently redundant Linley
aerodrome near Hinckley – later to become the
Motor Industry Research Association proving
ground. Dewis remembers attaching tufts of
wool to a D-type and driving down the main
runway with Sayer alongside in another car,
studying how the wool moved. It was Dewis
who subsequently complained of high speed
instability when the long nose of the Le Mans C-
type was tried in search of more straight line
speed. The extra 7½ inches at the front, he says,
certainly made the car faster but it had become
spooky during high-speed slalom tests. Sayer
came up with the fin which cured it. Dewis and
Sayer also researched the windscreen height

which was carefully optimised for speed down
Les Hunadieres. Then when they got to La
Sarthe all the drivers wanted it cut down. “They
said they wouldn’t be able to see when it
rained,” says Dewis. “I told them that rain
doesn’t stay on the screen when you are moving
and for every inch they took off, it would cost
them 2mph, but they wouldn’t listen. . .”
Norman is only a little guy and was always going
to be below any perspex but as he and Sayer
expected, his D-type would pull five eight or
even 6,000 along the straight in top gear. That
amounted to 192mph whereas Bueb and
Hawthorn could only see 5,500 and 180mph.
“Then,” says Norman, “they complained about
the engines. . .”

There was also chassis and brake work across
the range which was rather different for Jaguar
because there were precious few standard
production cars which could reach 120mph, let
alone exceed it. For the D, it was Norman’s job
to carry out the 30 stops from 100mph at 45
second intervals and add the brake ducts to
make it repeatable and it was his job to work
with Girling on the shock absorbers. “I had a
bloke from Girling attached exclusively to me,”
he says, “and I could go out and try the car, then
come back and ask for the valving to be
changed there and then. We could maybe get
two or three variations into a day.” It sounds very
modern indeed, but Dewis says Jaguar had a
similarly good back door relationship with all its
suppliers. Cooling too, he says was a major
concentration. My memory of cars of that era
was that they would overheat whenever they got
the chance and Jaguar was keen that this
shouldn’t happen at the races. Dewis would take
one of the sheet metal men from the shop and
they would head off to Linley with a set of snips,
a drill and some rivets and cut and shut louvres
and scoops until they found something that
worked. Then Dewis would take the pieces to
the drawing office and ask them to put the
shape on paper and make it official. “Lots of
things,” he says, “were done that way at
Jaguar.”

Listening to the account, it seemed that the
main focus was on stability, ease of handling

Jaguar’s D-type – Mark Hales
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and stamina as much as speed – Dewis uses
terms like ‘smoothness’ and ‘stability’ a lot when
he describes the handling feel he liked - which
when combined with a car that doesn’t tend to
overheat oil water or brakes, is how you win long
distance races. He says he preferred a “touch of
oversteer” too because he felt that made the car
controllable but maybe this broad-brush
approach stemmed from the fact Jaguar was a
factory as well as a race team and the engineers
who helped design and develop the cars were
doing the bulk of the testing rather than the
racers. “If the car broke down, I would feel I
hadn’t done my job,” says Dewis, “and I’d get a
bollocking from the boss into the bargain…

I’ve driven a D-type a few times, mainly Nick
Mason’s short-nosed example, originally owned
by politician Alan Clarke. It’s special – not for
that reason – but because it’s much as it would
have been and no attempt has been made to
turn it into a modern GT which means it’s so
much easier to drive than many of its ilk. The
steering feel is perfect, unassisted yet fingertip
light and you can feel the effort slackening
exactly as skinny Dunlops sniff out the grip
beneath them, and provided you are sparing

with the power, the balance remains with just a
gentle and progressive push at the nose. Always
the comfortable option but comparatively rare
in a powerful car with limited overall grip.
Balance across all four wheels is the key to the
D-type’s success although you do have the
option to revise this at any time by tickling the
pedal. Then the push slowly recedes in direct
proportion until finally the tail begins to take the
lead and swing to whichever side. A bigger
bootful will always turn the neutral condition
swiftly into a lurid tail-out slide, but it is still so
very easy to manage, not least because of the
lazy way the engine pours out its 280bhp
potential. Very smooth and very progressive
across a wide range and sounding like only a
straight six can. Meanwhile the bespoke all
synchromesh four-speed Moss gearbox with its
Le Mans-specific tall first gear is slick, wind
buffet in the cockpit is next to nil and the tub
makes for the closest thing to a bucket seat
which was unheard of at the time. The drivers
may not have asked for one, but they can’t have
been unaware of its benefits. You can see that
this might be a better place than many to spend
12 hours out of 24, just like The Man said...
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Triumph 2500pi estate – Peter Barrett

For over a year Cherished Vehicle Insurance
Services had been tinkering with the idea of
getting a Classic company car. When we first
suggested this everybody thought we were
going to get a two seater convertible…. But we
had a better, more practical motor in mind, a
Triumph 2000 estate!
The Triumph 2000, designed by Michelloti, was

produced between 1963 & 1977. Being one of the
first executive saloons it re-established Triumph of
a manufacturer of luxury as well sports cars. This
helped provide a firm foundation for the
company’s expansion throughout the 1960 and
early 70’s.
The 2000 models were fitted with a number of

technical innovations, such as fully independent
rear suspension & fuel injection and the estate car
developed a reputation as a luxurious high speed
load carrier. The 2000 model went on to influence
further Triumph models most notably the Stag.
Now it seems these things are harder to track

down then you would think – so after talking with
as many of our clients as we could, we finally
heard of a solid 2000 estate at the right price.
When we arrived she was looking a bit sorry for

herself, but on closer inspection she had been
fitted with a 2.5pi engine (Lucas fuel injection),
Power assisted steering, stainless extractor
manifold & exhaust, high torque starter and a 123
distributor. When started she idled really badly,
but this was down to the TR5 150bhp cam and
metering unit fitted and she soon settled down
once warm. After a test drive we were smitten and
later that day we returned to Worcester with the
newest member of our team!
“Billie” as we now know her, started off her life

first registered S125 on the 26th June 1973 in
Edinburgh. She was purchased new by a Doctor
unusually fitted with a 3:45:1 differential as
requested by the owner. This, I am told made the
car particularly slow to accelerate but quite fuel
efficient on the motorway!

She was restored in the early 90’s and was later
purchased by my client. This is probably when she
lost the exotic number plate! She was then used
as a test bed for TR5 & 6 engine developments
(This is when the 2.5pi conversion was carried
out) as her owner was an engineer making high
performance parts for Triumphs. She was regularly
used by various TR Register members around the
Leicestershire area in events like the Round Britain
Reliability Run and was affectionately known as
the “five door TR”.
By the late 2010’s her body was not in the best

of condition so her previous owner spent a small
fortune having her sills, floors and front wings
rebuilt along with a respray. Not long after this he
moved onto other projects and she became the
family tip car and then sat under a tarpaulin for 2
years. This however did nothing for her paintwork
or wing repairs and hence she looked a lot worse
for wear when we got her.
Since we purchased her, she has had new

brakes, clutch, high power alternator, most
hydraulics and a good service. This on top of some
very good washes and a number of polishes has
restored some of her former glory! We intend on
having the body restored and painted as well as
an engine rebuild later this year after the show
season. So she should be nice and shiny again this
time next year!
Although she is used as a daily, she does get

mollycoddled by the team as we have a passion
for classics so if you would like a quote please call
us on 0345 250 8282.
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There are several important 60th anniversaries
this year, notably the Ford Capri and the BMC
Mini. However, for the fortunate few who
possess one, the outstanding event is the 60th
anniversary of Daimler’s mould-breaking SP250.
Commentators at the time could not believe
that fusty old Daimler were capable of
producing such a different type of car powered
by such an exhilarating, turbine-smooth V8.

Of course, they got the marketing all wrong. It
was largely aimed at the American market
where other British sports cars were selling
like hot cakes, but the rear fins were much too
American for those who were yearning for a
British-looking car. It also won the (hardly
desirable) accolade of being the ugliest car of
the year! Additionally, there was no established
car network for them to be sold through and
although a car was driven coast to coast after
its introduction at the New York Motor Show
in April 1959, sales never even approached its
projected figures.

But it did have its fans and several notable
personalities bought one. Harry Seacombe had

one and the story goes that when he came
across one of the several purchased by the
Metropolitan Police, he shouted out “snap” to
the rather surprised officers. The then
Marquess of Hertford bought one with the first
day’s takings when his country seat at Ragley
Hall was opened to the public.

The car was popular with several police forces
both in the UK and in some Common-
wealth countries, where their outstanding
performance surprised many a ne’er do well.

Whilst their low ground clearance was a
deterrent to rallying enthusiasts, the car did
well in circuit racing. Duncan Black, the son of
one of the founders of Black & Decker was
particularly successful, winning his class in the
SCCA National Championship in 1960. In 1962
Leo and Iain Geoghegan won the Bathurst Six-
Hour Classic in Australia and Trevor Crisp won
the last ever race with a Le Mans type start at
Goodwood in 1963. Duncan Black’s car is still
in good hands and will continue in competition
this year.

Daimler SP250 – Glyn Overy
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The Scout Car was developed as a compact armoured
vehicle with a crew of 2 intended to probe forwards into
enemy lines (and possibly draw fire) and report back via
radio with intelligence on the disposition of enemy
troops, weaknesses and strong points.

It was fitted with a number 19 radio transmitter/
receiver for communications and was lightly armed in
terms of weaponry with a Bren Gun, a short barrel Lee
Enfield Carbine and hand grenades. Much of the crew
and engine compartments were built of 3/8” steel
armour but the front armour is 1” thick as that was
where most enemy fire was likely to be impacting.
Remember, its primary role was to seek intelligence
and not make attacks itself. It could defend itself, but
was intended to return to safety after obtaining
information. To assist in this it has a pre-select 5 speed
gearbox which can be run in forwards or reverse – so it
can go as fast backwards as it can forwards making a
quick getaway possible after it has identified the enemy
positions. It has a 6 cylinder, rear mounted 2.5 litre
Daimler petrol engine and is capable of about 50 mph.

This particular car, serial number F209485, was built in
1943 and saw combat service in Italy in 1944.

Its Glory days were not entirely over when the war
ended as it became a “film star” in the 1970’s when it
was used as the second vehicle in the Armoured
column featured in the film “A Bridge Too Far”, then
dressed with the 20th Armoured Brigade “Mailed Fist”
logo and not the one it currently carries. As an aside, in
the film, Michael Caine – playing the officer in
command of the column and commanding the lead
vehicle – was in a Ferret Armoured car, and since they
were not built until the 1950’s one wonders why the
Dingo was demoted!

I purchased this car after seeing it for sale at a filling
station in Dunstable, I think, in 1976 after the filming
had been completed. Initially, I used it for fun in and
around the village I lived in, but eventually loaned it to
the Duxford branch of the Imperial War Museum when
my work took me overseas for a number of years. I
finally reclaimed it from its long term loan 3 or 4 years
ago and my son now uses it for military shows and/or
Classic vehicle events.

1943 Daimler Dingo Scout Car – Chris & Damian Ball
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1938 Hotchkiss 686 GS Mondane – Ian Beattie

1938 Hotchkiss 686 GS Modane Coupé (UK reg. 1939)
Registration no. FUW 999
Chassis no. 81167 3485cc 125bhp in period

*Rare French sporting thoroughbred, all conquering rally car
*This car is believed to be the 8th place finisher in the 1939 Monte Carlo Rally and Ladies’ Cup winner

� One of the great French makers of ‘Grandes Routières’, Hotchkiss of St Denis, Paris enjoyed a near-
stranglehold on the Monte Carlo Rally in the period 1932–1950, with six outright victories from
ten Rallies, plus several placings and class wins.

� It is believed that this is the car driven by Mmes Y Simon and S Largeot in the 1939 Monte Carlo
Rally. Starting from Athens they finished 8th and winning the Coupe des Dames (Ladies Cup).
Regular and accomplished drivers, Simon both rallied and raced, continuing in Ferraris post war.

� The Hotchkiss 686 GS stands in the front rank of 1930s sporting cars, with a 0–50mph
acceleration time superior to that of most of its contemporaries including Derby Bentleys and V12
Lagondas. Guy Griffiths used the Hotchkiss for frequent tours to the Continent, remarking: ‘The
performance is outstanding, better than a Bugatti T57 . . . the Hotchkiss is capable of 100mph. . .’.
Only a very select band of 3½-litre cars could match that in 1938; indeed, the Grand Sport typified
its maker’s proud slogan ‘le Juste Milieu’ (‘the Golden Mean’), for it represented astounding value
for money compared with the rest of Europe’s best.

� This potent short-chassis GS (Grand Sport) was first registered in the UK in April 1939 to racing
driver Dudley Folland, who raced under the pseudonym, ‘Tim Davies’. The car has many non-
standard fittings such as a competition-modified cylinder head, cockpit-adjustable André shock
absorbers, sump guard, twin horns, additional lighting (not currently fitted), rev counter, under-
bonnet and boot lights all of which supports the conclusion that it was prepared for rallying.

� The interior was too far gone to be preserved so it has been restored at local expert Richard
James Upholstery by Rich James and Matthew Hemmings. 2018 saw the car participate in RAC
Hero 1000 Mile Challenge. I think Mme Simon would approve that the car is active again.
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Allard J2 – Chris Pring

Before proceedings can commence at the Allard Owners
Club Annual Dinner, the members and their guests stand
for the Allard grace read by the Club Captain:

God of atom ,God of Steel,
God who made the steering wheel,
God of Rolls and God of Royce
Whose Silver Wraith made man rejoice.
God of W O and Bentley
Go man go said God but gently.
Then God, trying just as hard,
Caught Sydney's eye, indeed Allard.
He said, Young man it is no joke,
Go make a car with lots of poke.
That's what he did that's why we're here,
To drink his health in wine and beer.
So bless us with, is what I say,
Good food, good friends on Allard Day.

The car with lots of poke that Sydney Allard made was the
Allard J2, a sports racing car so explosive in its
performance, even Enzo Ferrari had to change tack to
counter its threat. After the J2’s launch in 1949, the small
Allard concern couldn’t make them quickly enough to
satisfy the demand, particularly in the USA where the
rugged light-weight English chassis and American V8
engine combination was a direct and thrilling route to the
sharp end of a race meeting.

To understand the Allard J2 you have to understand
Sydney Allard. He was a man obsessed with speed. So were
his brothers. From the moment they were able to drive –
and probably some-time before then – their hours were
spent modifying and competing in anything they could lay
their hands on. Sydney turned out to be extremely
talented at the modifying and competing. His father,
determined he would follow him into the building trade,
grew frustrated, but ultimately relented and in 1930 set
him up with a Ford main dealership ‘Adlards’ (not to be
confused with Allard) to channel his enthusiasm. Of
course, for Sydney this was just a means to an end: more
racing. He took those pre-war Fords and fashioned specials
out of them. At first for himself, and then, when the Allard
name began to appear at the top of the results sheets, for
a growing band of equally talented admirers.

In 1945 the Allard Motor Company was formed. Their
ambition was breathtaking and the promise of a rugged
sporting chassis combined with a powerful V8 engine

enveloped in a curvaceous body quite unlike anything the
British were used to, fired the imagination of the public
and press. There was a J1 competition version made to
order according to the owner’s particular requirements, a
K1 2-seater sports car, an M type 4-seater coupe and an L
type 4-seater long wheel base version of the K1. Later
would come the P type 4-seater saloon in which Sydney
would win the Monte Carlo Rally (in 1952, the only driver
ever to win the Monte in a car bearing the driver’s name).

For Sydney, exciting as his new car business was, it was
not going to distract him from his pursuit of speed. Along
with those Ford V8 flathead engines he came by an air-
cooled Steyr V8 engine reputedly captured from Rommel
during the North Africa campaign. Stripped of its
ancillaries it made a promising basis for a lightweight hill
climb special and plans were drawn up to build such a
car.The Steyr Allard was a very significant car, not just for
Allard but for others that followed: independent front
suspension (a split centre pivoted axle designed by Leslie
Ballamy and adopted later by Colin Chapman) with coil
springs and telescopic dampers, a light-weight chassis and
a de Dion rear end. It was quick. Very quick. And Sydney
was crowned British Hill Climb Champion at Prescott on
11th September 1949.

At that same event Sydney and his wife Eleanor entered
a prototype sports racing car developed on the same
principles as the Steyr, but this time conforming to the
rules for International sports car racing. Named the J2, it
promptly won its class, broke the record and propelled
itself into the imagination of every would-be racer present.
The motoring press on both sides of the Atlantic adored it.

Even with its aging flathead engine the J2 was a quick
car but Sydney knew he needed more power if he was to
win major races. The new-for-1949 Cadillac OHV V8
engines now in production in the USA caught his attention
but these were difficult times in Great Britain with strict
import restrictions in place to help the country recover its
peace-time production. He was able to get hold of a couple
of the 5,420cc Cadillac engines for ‘research purposes’, but
that was it. Sydney made good use of those research
engines by finishing 3rd at Le Mans in 1950 despite
running for much of the race with only top gear. And, as
the orders poured in for the J2, he was able to meet the
USA demand by simply shipping the cars over without
engine so that the Cadillac (or Chrysler) units could be
installed locally.
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For a glorious year or so, the J2 Cadillac would reign
supreme in the nascent USA road racing scene taking
victories and podiums wherever it appeared. Enzo Ferrari,
playing catch-up, had to quickly develop his V12 sports car
engines from 1.5 litres to 4.1 litres to match the Allards for
power. Back in the UK, home market customers not
fortunate enough to get their hands on a Cadillac engine
had to make a choice between a Mercury flathead engine
bored and stroked by Allard to 4,375cc or an exotic OHV
conversion to a 3,917cc Mercury with aluminium cylinder
heads manufactured by the Ardun of New York.

Unfortunately, these proved tricky to set-up correctly but
one driver who did make a success of his Ardun engined
J2 was an up and coming racer Desmond Titterington from
Northern Ireland whose J2 was delivered in September
1951, after a short stint as the Allard Motor Company’s
official exhibit at the Festival of Britain. The 1952 season
for Titterington and his Allard was one of circuit racing and
hillclimbs. Driving the J2 all over Ireland – with the
occasional foray across the water – he began to build his
reputation as a very capable driver. The high-light of the

season was victory in the Leinster Trophy at Wicklow in
July. This was one of the biggest events in the Irish motor
sport calendar, drawing an international entry – the winner
the previous year having been England’s own Mike
Hawthorn. Titterington completed two full seasons in the
Allard, bagging 14 podium places from just 24 starts. By
the end of 1953, the Irishman had already caught the eye
of Ecurie Ecosse who he drove for on numerous occasions.
He also appeared in a 300SLR for the Mercedes-Benz
works team alongside Moss, Fangio, Collins, Fitch and
Kling on the Targa Florio, as well as Formula 1 drives with
both Vanwall and Connaught. It was a huge surprise when,
in 1956, he retired from top-level competition.

In all 99 Allard J2s were manufactured. The J2X
followed (the X stands for extended to improve the front
suspension geometry and driver comfort) and later the JR
that would famously lead after the first lap of Le Mans in
1953 with Sydney at the wheel and Ascari in a Ferrari and
Moss in a Jaguar C-Type in hot pursuit, but that is
another story!
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“Have fun but don’t bin the bloody thing.” Those were the instructions from Alfonso,
former Head of PR at what was then Maranello Concessions. I was in the back of a Fiat
taxi which was being driven con brio by an heroically handsome, albeit rather sweaty
tassista. It was noon on Saturday 19th June 2004.
An hour earlier my flight had touched down at Bologna airport and I was now, um, hopefully

headed fifty miles west to the town of Maranello, where Ferrari nail together some rather
beguiling machinery.
A couple of weeks earlier, Alfonso had asked me if I fancied an all expenses trip to the Fezza

factory in northern Italy to collect the first right-hand-drive 612 Scaglietti and deliver it – in one
piece – to Goodwood House by 6pm on Thursday 24th June, the eve of the Goodwood Festival of
Speed, where the Scaglietti was to début in the twice daily Supercar Runs, with yours truly at the
wheel, provided I’d not broken it. I thought about this for a good second, whilst mentally clearing
my diary. È il Papa cattolico?
“Fly out when you want, the car will be ready for collection any time after 1pm on Sunday

20th June.” I confirmed that I would be there at that very hour, on that very day, which would
give me four whole days to cover approximately 1150 miles. So much time. Well, you can’t rush
an artist.
Saturday evening was spent bending pasta, drinking chianti and strolling about, before an

early night at the lovely Hotel Locanda la Gozella, a mile from the Factory.
An assumed lie-in on the Sabbath was out of the question as all thirteen of Maranello’s

churches took part in a bell pealing competition to gather the faithful, be they good, bad or
downright wicked. What a joyous cacophony it was.
The factory was largely closed – obviously – and Giovanni seemed irritated and impatient to

be having to hand over the car when he should be having lunch with his mama. Fair enough. He
pointed out that the steering wheel was on the wrong side, that it had a six-speed semi-automatic
’box and two pedals in the footwell. I couldn’t work out if he was joking or had me down as a
complete simpleton. I asked where the release button for the fuel filler cap was located . . . I’d be
using it A LOT. Buona Giornata.
I was off on the A1 E35 towards Milano. Italy was having lunch and the roads were clear as I

started to become friends with my new charge. Torino offered few challenges and by early
evening I found myself off piste in the Aosta Valley, a few miles west of the French border.
The young couple who owned the little family-run hotel were delighted to see me. . .or was it

the very new, very blue, very large and very elegant £180,000 5.7litre V12 533bhp Scaglietti in
their tiny car park?
Monday morning: After an early breakfast of cheese, Milano sausage and pint of the best

coffee – ever, I resolved to get well clear of Lyon, a nightmare of a place for traffic at the best of
times. With time on my hands I ducked east and avoided the place altogether.
I knew of a little place on the Côte d’Or with its lovely old stone houses. By now I was mainly

tacking along D roads, where the Fezza felt wide, especially when faced with oncoming camions.
Right-hand-drive didn't help.

No Pressure Then. . . – Zog Ziegler
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I love big front-engined multi-cylinder Gran Tourismos like this. Old Enzo himself was always
of the mind that the mule should pull the cart, not push it from behind. He was slow to respond in
Formula 1 GP racing when whippersnappers like Colin Chapman stuck their Cosworth DFVs in
the back of their Lotus et al.
The Scaglietti is a 2+2, with half decent rear seat space, but this isn’t a review of the car per se

so who cares about back seats. Up front it was all as it should be. Swathes of richly scented cream
cow hide, the perfume of opulence, and lots of space. Being what is now an older Ferrari, the
controls for wipers, lights and indicators were/are where they should be, unlike current Fezzas
with everything is mounted on the steering wheel, which means every time you want to indicate
the wipers come on. Why do they do that? It’s also bloody quick, like 199mph quick. Oh, and just
noisy enough. It’s discreetly graceful and not too shouty. I felt so good driving it. Fellow road users
nodded sagely in appreciation, rather than the usual flurries of unspeakably rude hand gestures
that greet drivers of more vulgar machinery.
My big Italian motor and I were by now working as a harmonious team. We struck up a deal

where I'd feed it super unleaded at the rate of a gallon every thirteen miles by day, whilst in return
I would delicately sip some gentleman petrol as it rested its dozen cylinders by night.
Even though I was frequently taking the long way and not rushing, I had still covered ground

too fast and by night three of our trip (Tuesday, with two days to spare) I found myself at Château
Tilques, a favoured old haunt, just north of St. Omer and less than an hour from Calais. The lady
in charge back then was a fabulous Australian who spoke perfect French with the most
unfathomable accent. I didn’t see her in the morning, but she’d left a note to say that my dinner
and bar bill were taken care of. How lovely. Maybe it was because the previous winter I’d written
an agreeable review of the gaff.
She too had been all of a tingle over “my” Fezza, which was nice.
Night four, Wednesday, was thus spent with friends in West Wittering, just ten miles from

Goodwood, so I was early. Alfonso was quite relieved, I think, as he instructed his sponge and
chamois jockeys to clean the gazillion bugs adorning the Scaglietti’s proud snout.
Then three days smearing it up the Hill, effectively the wonderful Lord March’s front drive. To

be honest, the Hill at Goodwood is a walk in the park compared to the challenge of the place you
find yourselves at today – this wonderful emerald jewel in the crown of Gloucestershire,
celebrating ninety years of motoring history. Would I have got the big Ferrari round Pardon with
dignity? I doubt it. I love it here.

• • • •

“Back by popular demand” is a euphemism for “the bloke we really wanted is unavailable.” This
means that for the second year in succession it’s my voice and irritating utterances you’ll mostly
hear on the Tannoy today. If this rattles your collective cages, please ask the organisers to pull
the plug.

Zog Ziegler
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A01 Marcos Mantara GTS 1997
A02 Marcos Mantara 400 Spyder 1996
A03 Marcos Mantula Spyder 1996
A04 Marcos 3l V6 GT Coupe 1970
A05 Porsche 924S 1985
A06 Porsche Boxster 2001
A07 Porsche 944 S2 1990
A08 Porsche Cayman 2010
A09 Porsche 911 GT3 2007
A10 Porsche 911 McQueen 1982
A11 Porsche 944 SE11 3.2 Carrera 1986
A13 Porsche 968 Sport 1994
A14 Porsche 911 996 Turbo Cabriolet 2004
A15 Porsche Carrera 4S Cabriolet 2009
A16 Porsche GT3 2014
A17 Porsche 924 1983
A20 Porsche 911 3.2 Carrera 1984
A21 Porsche 911 SC/RS 1979
A23 Porsche 944 S2 1992
A24 Gilbern Genie Mk1 1969
A25 Morris Mini Cooper S 1969
A26 Mercedes C320 Cdi Sport 2009
A27 Peugeot 306 cabriolet 2 litre 2000
A28 Porsche 911 Targa 993 1997
A31 Daimler DB18 DHC 1949
A32 MG Midget 1962
A33 Jaguar SS100 Suffolk 1977
A34 Morgan 4/4 1982
A35 Morgan Plus 4 Babydoll VI 2013
A36 Morgan +8 1999
A37 Morgan +8 1991
A38 Morgan 4/4 Sport 2009
A39 Morgan 4/4 2000
A41 Ford Anglia 1960
A42 Ford Escort Mk1 Rally car 1970
A43 Ford Escort 1968
A44 Ford Escort RS2000 1978
A45 Ford Escort Mk 1 1972
A46 Ford Escort Mk1 1970
A47 Westfield SE narrow body 1995
A48 Stuart Turner Special 2002
A49 BMW Z3 2.2 2002
A51 Jaguar XKR 2007
A52 Lotus Elan 1966
A53 Lotus Elise S1 1999
A54 Lotus Elise S1 1998
A55 Toyota MR2 2006
A57 Bertone X1/9 1987

A61 Honda S2000 2004
A62 Lotus Esprit Turbo 1986
A63 Porsche 911SC Targa 1980
A64 Mercedes SLK 2012
A65 MGB Roadster 1967
A66 Lotus Elan +2 S130 1973
A67 Jaguar XJS 5.3 V12 1991
A71 Jaguar E-type fhc 1970
A72 Morgan Plus 8 1977
A73 Mercedes SL350 2011
A74 Mercedes Benz SLK 2004
A75 Lotus Europa 2007
A76 Jaguar E-type V12 Roadster 1974
B101 Riley 15/6 Kestrel 1937
B102 Bristol 407 1962
B103 Morgan Plus 4 2014
B104 Jaguar E-type Series 1 1967
B105 Lancia Fulvia Coupe 1.3 Series2 1972
B106 Chevrolet Monte Carlo 1970
B107 Westfield 1.6 1987
B108 Jaguar E-type Coupe 1965
B109 Lagonda 4.5 litre 1934
B110 Jaguar Mk2 3.4 1962
B111 Jaguar E-Type 1971
B112 Arden Jaguar XK AJ20 Replica 2007
B113 Jensen SP 1973
B114 Alpine Renault A110 1967
B115 Bentley 3.5l Sports saloon 1935
B116 Tesla 3 90D 2017
B201 Vauxhall Combo van 2001
B202 Austin Healey Frogeye Sprite 1958
B203 Austin Mini Cooper S 1969
B204 Triumph GT6 Mk2 1969
B205 Triumph GT6 1973
B206 Triumph TR4 1963
B207 Triumph TR4A 1966
B208 Triumph TR6 1971
B209 Triumph Stag 1972
B210 Triumph Stag 1976
B211 Triumph Stag 1973
B212 Triumph Stag 1971
B213 Shelby Cobra GT350 1968
B214 Sunbeam Tiger 4.7 V8 1965
B215 Sunbeam Alpine Harrington Le Mans 1961
B216 Panther J72 1978
B217 Marlin Sportster 1986
C01 McLaren 507s Spyder 2018
C02 Allard J2 1949

Paddock
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C03 Allard J2 1951
C04 Allard K1 sports 1949
C05 Jaguar Mk2 1964
C06 Jaguar D-type 1955
C07 Daimler Dingo 1943
C08 Maserati Quadroporte 2014
C09 Hotchkiss 686GS Modane 1938/9
C10 GT40 1966
C11 GT40 1966
C12 GT40 1967
C13 Ferrari 355 1996
C14 ASM R1 Roadster 2016
C15 Daimler SP250 Dart 1960
C16 Lamborghini Countach QV 1985
C17 Citroen Light 15 Cabriolet 1939
D01 Triumph 2000 Estate [2.5PI upgrade] 1973
D02 TVR Tamar 1977
D03 TVR 1600M 1975
D04 TVR S2 1989
D05 TVR Vixen 2500 1971
D06 TVR T350T 2004
D07 TVR V8s 1991
D08 TVR Cerbera 1997
D09 TVR Chimera 1999
D10 TVR Vixen 1972
D11 Lancia Fulvia Coupe S3 1976
D12 Lancia Fulvia HF1600 1970
D13 Lancia Delta Integrale 1993
D14 Lancia Fulvia Coupe 1600HF 1972
D15 Lancia Fulvia Rallye 1969
D16 Jaguar F type 2018
E01 Mini John Cooper Works 2019
E02 BMW 850 convertible 2019
E04 Alfa Romeo GT1600 Junior 1975
E05 Alfa Romeo Spider Series 3 1989
E06 Alfa Romeo Sud Sprint Veloce 1.5 1980
E07 BMW 2002 1974
E08 Alfa Romeo Giulia GT 1975
E09 BMW 320i Convertible 1989
E10 Peugeot 106 Rallye 1998
E11 Saab 99 Aero 2000
F01 MGB GT 1969
F02 Westfield Widebody 2 litre 2008
F03 MGB V8 roadster GT 1968
F04 MGA 1957
F05 MGA MkII US import 1960
F06 MGA 1960
F07 MGC Sebring 1968

F08 MGB V8 1978
F09 Subaru Impreza WRX ST1 2004
F10 Subaru Impreza WRX Sti Type RA 1998
G1 Vauxhall Grandland X 2019
G2 Vauxhall
G3 Alfa Romeo Spider Veloce 1750 1968
G4 MGA 1600 MkII Roadster 1961
G5 Morgan Plus 8 1999
G6 Jaguar XK120 1951
G7 Alfa Romeo Spyder S4 1990
H01 Mazda RX-7 Series 3 1985
H02 Mazda MX5 BBR turbo 1991
H03 Mazda Eunos VR Limited Type A 1994
H04 Mazda MX5 limited edition 1999
H05 Pinifarina Spider Europa 1985
H06 Triumph GT6 Mk II 1969
H07 Austin Healey Sprite IV 1970
H08 Toyota Yaris GRMN Edition 2018
H09 Toyota GT86 Orange Edition 2017
H10 Lexus RCF V8 2017
H11 Lexus LC500 V8 2017
J01 Volkswagen Beetle Cabriolet 1978
J02 Renault 5 GT Turbo 1989
J03 Renault Clio Williams 1994
J04 Fairthorpe Electron Minor 1958
J05 Fairthorpe Electron Minor 1961
J06 Davrian Imp mk5 1972
J07 Mini Cooper S 1293cc 1969
J08 Austin Mini Cooper ‘S’ MkII 1275 1968
J09 Carcraft Cyclone 1998
J10 Turner Mk1 1960
J11 Sylva Stylus 1988
J12 Berkeley Sports 1959
J13 Berkeley SE 492 1957
J14 Berkeley B95 sport 1959
K01 Buckler Mk 5 1953
K02 BucklerDD2/Daimler V8 1958
K03 Buckler DD2/MGA 1959
K04 Buckler Backbone 1959
K05 Buckler 90 prototype 1953
K06 Buckler DD2 1959
K07 Buckler Mk5 1954
K08 Buckler 90 1961
K09 Buckler DD2 Mistral 1959
K10 Buckler Mk 5 1954
K11 Buckler Mk 5 1953
K12 Caterham 7HPC 1995

Paddock
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Row N
N1 MGB Coupe
N2 Honda S800 Coupe 1967
N3 Honda S800 Coupe 1967
N4 Honda S800 Coupe 1968
N5 Honda S800 Conv
N6 Honda S2000 2004
N7 Honda S2000 2006
N8
N9 Triumph TR 6 1971
N10 Triumph TR 6 1994
N11 Triumph TR 5 1968
N12 Triumph TR 4 1967
N13 Triumph TR 2 1954
N14 Triumph TR 3a
N15 Triumph TR 6 1971
N16 Triumph TR7 1980
N17 Triumph TR5 1969
N18 Triumph TR3a
N19 Gilbern Invader Mk2 1971
N20 Mercedes 280SL 1982
N21 Jaguar XJSC 1987

N22Golf Gti Mk2 1991
N23 Austin Healey 3000 1967
N24 Jaguar XK8 1998
N25 Subaru Forester 2018

Row P
P1 Daimler SP250 1963
P2 Porsche 928 S4 1991
P3 TVR V8s 1991
P4 Porsche 924S 1986
P5 Crossfire 2004
P6 Morris Minor 1970
P7 Jaguar XJ6 1983
P8 Porsche 924S 1986
P9 Porsche 993 1995
P10 TVR 1600M 1973
P11 Porsche 911S 1974
P12 Datsun 280ZX 1979
P13 Lea Francis 14HP 1948
P14 Nissan 200SX 1992
P15 Ferrari 360 Spider 2003
P16 Ferrari 308 GTB 1977

P17 Rover P4 1959
P18 Gilbern GT 1962
P19 Dellow Mk1 1950
P20 Berkeley SE492 1958
P21 Turner Mk1 1960
P22 E-type V12 1972
P23 Austin 10 1933
P24 Lotus Elise 111s 2004
P25 Porsche 924S 1987
P26 Bentley Derby 1935

Row U
U1 Ural Motorcycle 2012
U2 Wartburg 312 Camping 1967
U3 Trabant 601 1987
U4 IFA Barkas B1000 1980
U5 IFA Barkas B1000 van 1986
U6 Trabant 601 Saloon 1986
U7 Trabant 1.1 1991
U8 IFA Barkas B1000 van 1989
U9 Trabant 601 Kombi 1988

Orchard
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A year has passed since I first drove my new
McLaren 570S Spider. Unfortunately due to
house down-sizing, the trauma of disposing of
many treasured items, then finally moving,
the opportunities have been quite limited to
get behind the wheel of this most beautiful
vehicle.

This model is known as the entry level Sports
Series however the 3.8-litre twin turbo V8
develops 562bhp and records identical
acceleration times to the legendary F1 road
car: 0–60mph in 3.2secs and 0–100mph
in 6.3secs. It might be entry level but I have
no desire to upgrade to a more powerful
model. It has a top speed of 204mph, but
unless you drive on a track 70mph is still the
maximum.

With all that power available you might think
that it would be difficult to drive in heavy
traffic but it is superb, so driveable, probably
just like a Ford Fiesta but once the accelerator
is pressed we enter into another world.

I would love to use the McLaren as my
everyday car. I can get in easily, better than
any car I have owned in the past, the driving
position is perfect. I thought the dihedral
doors would be difficult for me to operate but
they close so easily, the steering feels so
accurate, the carbon ceramic brakes feel
astonishing. However when driving the
McLaren it always creates considerable
interest, which can be off-putting at times.
On the motor-ways cars overtake and point
their cameras as they draw level. When I park
in town crowds usually gather round the car. I
now only use the McLaren on important days
like today and more importantly, I enjoy every
minute behind the wheel.
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McLaren 570S Spider – Joy Rainey

Copies of Joy’s fascinating book are available for
purchase at the Prescott shop
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What is it? An online Classic Vehicle Event Diary covering the UK south of a line drawn roughly
from the Wash to Aberwystwyth.

You can find it at www.yeomansyearbook.org.uk It is produced by Bishops Waltham Rotary
Club, in Hampshire. We have 1300 events listed for 2019 and consistently receive over 2500
visits a month.

Please if you know of any events involving Classic Vehicles of any sort from Steam to Pedal let
us know or ask the organisers to contact us. Please enjoy the yearbook and I hope you find an
event to your liking. If you are an organiser please send us a photo of the event and we will
include it on the website.

Any profits made will go to Rotary Charities.

Rotarian Peter L Yeoman, Bishops Waltham Rotary Club
01329 832595  peter.yeoman@yeomansyearbook.org.uk

WE MOT TEST ALL TYPES OF CARS!

Whether you own a Bullnose,
a Javelin or a DB5. . .

WE WILL GIVE IT A FAIR TEST!

*PLUS our usual All Make Servicing by
experienced, trained technicians

EBDONS OF CHELTENHAM LTD
339 SWINDON ROAD, CHELTENHAM

TELEPHONE 01242 232167
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vehicle servicing
& repairs

mot test station

Unit 3
King Alfred Way
Cheltenham
Gloucestershire
GL52 6QP

Telephone 01242 574040
Email challengemc@live.com

specialists in

•audi

•vw

•seat

•skoda

•porsche
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190 Corporation Street, Birmingham, B4 6QD
email:john.binks@citadelchambers.com  Tel: 0121 233 8500  www.citadelchambers.com

A direct descendant of one of the oldest sets of Barristers Chambers in Birmingham, Citadel is now a
leading and progressive set conveniently situated in the heart of Birmingham, immediately opposite the
Queen Elizabeth II Law Courts.

Our members and staff are committed to maintaining high professional standards, whilst adopting a
flexible and forward-thinking approach to the demands of modern legal practice.

Citadel has acquired a strong reputation as one of the biggest crime chambers in the country, in recent
years we have developed into a multi-disciplinary set, able to offer first class advocacy in all types of
Court and tribunal licensing, general common law (including contentious civil costs), employment,
immigration and asylum, inquiries and inquests. Chambers has a wealth of experience in a wide range
of regulatory work: trading standards, health and safety, environmental law, consumer law, VAT /
revenue appeals, education law, and professional or occupational disciplinary matters and of course
motoring law. With our partner The Business of Sport  www.tbosglobal.com  we offer a full range of
support and representation to sportsmen and women relating to all aspects of their career and its
development.

As well as offering traditional referral services through solicitors, we do, in appropriate cases, offer
services direct to clients. Chambers further has its own co–located sister firm of solicitors, enabling us
uniquely to offer a complete end to end service.
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Why Bother With An Old Van? – Alex Willis

VAUXHALL COMBO B VAN – OWNER SINCE 2010 – ALEX WILLIS

On the face of it, this is just a boring, common car-
derived van with tens of thousands made in the
90’s. There is nothing extraordinary about the
design, and the original performance is best
described as pathetic.

However, I’ve gradually personalised this van so
much since buying it in 2010, that’s its now
irreplaceable. As it’s just an old commercial
vehicle, and now modified, it’s unlikely to ever
have much value, and general servicing is
extremely cheap, so it makes sense to just keep it
and continue playing with it!

According to howmanyleft.co.uk, as of 2017, this van is now rarer than my Porsche 944, with
fewer than 1000 remaining on the road, and the shocking statistic of about 2000 scrapped
every year from 2009 until that figure gradually levelled off in 2015 as the remaining vans finally
ended up with owners who cared!

CREATURE COMFORTS

I’ve always enjoyed adding mod-cons such as Bluetooth for hands-free calling, sound systems, and
camping accessories such as extra batteries, power inverter, lighting, and portable device
charging. It has also gained over the years heated leather seats from a Vauxhall Calibra, rear
parking sensors, extra gauges, and electric windows from a Corsa. More mods are always planned!

ENGINE RELIABILITY AND SWAP

In 2016, I finally realised the desire to make the driving experience more interesting when
through a good family friend, we did an engine swap.

The Corsa that this van is based on came with a range of engines, the best of which was the 1.5
turbo diesel, but the van only ever came with the terribly boring but simple 1.7 n/a diesel.
Externally the block is identical, and all engine mounts, electrical systems and the gearbox are
an exact match.

Isuzu has been owned by GM since 1972, who have also owned Vauxhall since 1925. GM chose
the proven reliable Isuzu 4EC1 originally seen in the Isuzu Gemini FF car in 1985 to use in the
Nova of that era and then the Corsa and Combo van from 1993. GM seemed incapable of making
a reliable diesel of their own back then as some Astra owners will report!

Being a mechanical diesel, it’s extremely easy to tune by adjusting the turbo wastegate pressure
and fuel pump governor. It’s also a very reliable engine with no electrical draw once running. I
had an alternator fail and it took a week for me to notice! I once drove it with the original engine
through a 1 foot deep flood and only damaged an amplifier that was unfortunately submerged
under the driver’s seat!

ENHANCING LOOKS – FUNCTION OVER FORM

It had a full respray in its original “kings blue” in 2014, and the steel wheels were powder coated
“police white” in 2018. Somehow the roof pod above the cab on these vans is a magnet for stone
chips, so I sourced a replacement immediately after buying the van, and badly and cheaply
sprayed it black with rattle cans, but it least it kept the rust at bay. This was finally vinyl wrapped
in 2018 as it was letting the aesthetics down!
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CORNERING AND ANNOYING BUMPS

It was also extremely easy to improve the handling. The original handling was both bouncy at
the front and crashy at the rear due to the rear leaf springs expecting a reasonable cargo load
to give any amount of comfort! A set of cheap Corsa adjustable front coilovers firmed up the
front with a 50mm drop, and an axle inversion on the rear matched the front height and partly
by luck matched the front-end handling quite well!

It does suffer from one-tyre-fire due to an open-differential and no space for wider tyres, but
with more power than grip, it’s certainly fun.

THIS YEAR’S EVENT

I hope to have a blast this year with my slightly unusual choice of hill-climb vehicle. The
obnoxious “diseasel” smoke has been mostly tuned out, and there will be some tyre squealing
and turbo noises on several occasions. I won’t be setting any records, except I doubt there will
be much competition in-class!

Original performance specs:
• 1.7 litre Isuzu n/a mechanical
diesel 4-cylinder, 8-valve
• Front-wheel drive
• 59bhp!
• 108Nm / 80ft-lbs torque
• 0-60mph: 23 seconds! (yes I
timed this once)

Engine fitted in 2016:
• 1.5 litre Isuzu turbo diesel,
otherwise as above
• 8psi / 0.5bar
• 69bhp stock
• 132Nm / 97ft-lbs torque

Current tuned performance specs:
• 20psi / 1.3bar boost
• 100bhp (approximated from
other similar conversions /
mods)
• 200Nm / 147ft-lbs torque
(approximated as above)
• 0-60mph: 11 seconds (not
exactly fast, but look at the
context)
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Monteblog Jaguar Mk2 3.8 – Andy James
The last 6 months have just flown by! I
purchased a Jaguar Mk2 3.8 from New
Zealand which arrived into the UK in June
2018. Much work has been completed
improving the reliability of this predominantly
original car and fitting snow tyres in
preparation for the 22nd Monte Carlo
Historique 2019 and the snow in the French
Alps.

The car has had two useful modifications

already installed in New Zealand – A five speed

Toyota Supra gearbox which was ideal for the

numerous hairpins in the alps, and air

conditioning which came with a much needed

functional heater!

In November 2018 we received confirmation

that with my uncle Keith Woodburn our Jaguar

had been confirmed as car 292 in the rally

starting from Glasgow, one of seven starting

points from across Europe and the furthest

start away from Monaco. 324 cars were

entered into the event in total and ours was the

only Mk2 to take part in the event this year.

We arrived at Clydebank technical college

on January 30th to fit all of the decals required

to run the rally.

At 6pm we were one of six Historique cars to

leave the start ramp for the start of our

concentration run to Valance, France heading

for our first overnight halt at Barnby Moor in

North Nottinghamshire. The following morning

was our run down to Dover for the ferry to

Calais with a brief and well organised stop in

Banbury to show off the cars.

The next part of our journey was tough. We

left Calais at 9am on Friday morning to drive

down to Reims where the cars were displayed

along with the Reims starting cars. Our

departure time was 8.40pm driving overnight

down to Valence on French D roads which has

spectators in the villages through this

Champagne region of France in the early hours

which spurred us on. Overnight we met up

with the cars from Germany and on arrival into

Valence we completed the first two special

stages in the snow before our welcome dinner

followed by bed – 38 hours after our last sleep

in Calais!

There would be 15 special stages on narrow

public roads each climbing over a different

French Col before completing the rally in

Monte Carlo. This is where the snow tyres

came in very handy! The Vredestein Snow

Track tyres didn't take long for us to gain

confidence in the snow and soon we were

pushing hard, see photo. We took six tyres in

total and picked up no punctures. The tyres

even performed well in 16 degrees and the full

sun of Monaco. We did fit modified Coombs

arches to the rear of the car to leave room for

the 195/70 R15 tyres and the snow that would

accumulate in the wheel arches.

Our car had other ideas about completing

the rally however, as having just checked into

the time control at St Agrève 1052m above sea

level and just below one of the ski resorts, a

spark plug was ejected from the cylinder head

stripping the thread and we thought our rally

was over. We drove the car slowly down the

mountain to get it back to Valence for the

evening.

The local people in Valence were very helpful

and after many phone calls a local motor

engineer with years of Saab rally experience

came to our rescue to helicoil a new thread in

our engine – we were running again!

Unfortunately we were 30 minutes too late to

take the time control in Valence so we were

technically out of the rally although nothing

was going to stop us from competing the

event, next stop Monte Carlo!

The straight six was running sweetly as we

drove into Monte Carlo in the sun and of

course we had to complete a lap of the

Formula 1 track before taking the finish ramp

and parking in Parc Ferme. The snow tyres

performed well in the full sun and 16 degrees

of Monaco, and would also perform well on the

high speed run home.

The last evening for us consisted of a black

tie gala dinner and prize giving for 1500 people

at Sporting Monte Carlo before heading home. 
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Our final day consisted of driving the full

length of France with a short overnight stop in

Calais before making the Eurotunnel crossing

to come home to Gloucester. The Jaguar ran

faultlessly at 130km/h on the French

AutoRoutes slowing to 30km/h to wait for our

eToll to register and open the barriers. With an

effective range of 400 kilometers on a tank of

fuel, this provided us with numerous

opportunities to stop for a drink for both us

and the car.

In total our Jaguar covered 5500km in just

10 days which would not have been possible

without our excellent support crew Bryan Flint

and Steve ‘The Jag whisperer’ Webber.

The car will now remain in its rally livery until

the end of the summer car show season when

it will receive a much deserved fresh coat of

British Racing Green paint.

Would we do this again.........oh yes!
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COME AND TALK PORSCHE TO US TODAY
IN THE PADDOCK
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Porsche 911 – Mark McConnell

A193TYM started life as a 1984 Porsche Carreras 3.2 which was Porsche’s third
generation of the naturally aspirated engined impact bumper cars. Having
increased from 2.7 litres in 1974, through to 3.0 litres in 1976, and finally to 3.2
litres in 1984 delivering 207 bhp.

As with many of these cars the trend was to backdate to the earlier pre 1974
style of long bonnet with lightweight panels etc., as the prices and rarity of the
earlier cars was putting them out of reach for many pockets.

I have owned this car for 3 years. I bought it as a tired backdate with poorly
fitting grip panels. It’s now undergone a thorough strip down and bare metal
respray with new original porsche steel panels to bring it up to a high standard.
As much weight as sensibly possible has been removed from the car, with the
inspiration being the early porsche lightweight race cars.

Over that time it had a complete engine, gearbox, and suspension rebuild with
many new and interesting features to keep the race car inspired performance as
well as it’s good looks. The way it drives now gives an amazing sense and
excitement of going back in time late 60s. Drive to the track, give it some beans,
and drive it home!

� Gearbox ratios are lowered and made close ratio to match the 1973RS
� Limited slip differential to keep it all under control at Prescott!
� Lowered and stiffer suspension
� KW dampers with independent compression and rebound
� Toyo R888 tyres for maximum grip
� Whilst not losing those wonderful classic 911 characteristics
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M.O.T. Testing
�

Servicing & Repairs
to all makes of car
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Members of the Wartburg Trabant IFA Club UK visit Prescott
on Sunday with a selection of vehicles from the other side of the
Iron Curtain. Most iconic is the Trabant which came to
symbolise East Germany during the fall of the Berlin Wall in
1989 as images of its citizens crossing the border into West
Germany were broadcast across the globe.
Technically, the Trabant was advanced for its time featuring

transverse engine and front wheel drive (pre-dating the Mini by
several years), monocoque construction, composite ‘Duroplast’
bodywork and independent suspension all around. The robust
600cc air-cooled, twin-cylinder two-stroke engine, with inlet
via rotary disc valves in the crankcase, incorporated world-
leading racing motorbike technology when first developed.
Over 3 million Trabants were built from 1957 through to

1990. The later P601 body shape was basically unaltered for
three decades, but cars were continuously developed – each
year brought changes; newer parts could often be fitted to
upgrade older cars.
Supply never matched demand – East Germans could

expect to wait up to 15 years for their new Trabant. Naturally,
owners took care of their cars and became skilful in maintaining
them – the lifespan of an average Trabant was 28 years.
Half a million estate ‘Kombi’ models were built. An open top

‘Kübelwagen’ was produced for military and forestry use such as
for patrolling the ‘inner’ East German border – a civilian version
called the Tramp was later produced. Around 12,000
Kübelwagen and Tramps were made – other versions such as a
van and a camper (seats folding down to make a bed) were made
in very small numbers.
Prototypes for several new models including experimental

Diesel and Wankel engine cars were developed but the
communist authorities always denied the huge funding required
to tool up to produce new models.
A licencing arrangement to produce 1.1 and 1.3 litre VW

Polo/Golf engines was agreed before the fall of the Berlin Wall.
A new version of the Trabant was developed to take the 1.1
engine. The new car looked similar but shared surprisingly few
parts with two-stroke cars. New 1.1 Trabants rolled off
production lines from 1988 alongside the older version. Two-
stroke build ceased in July 1990. Trabant production finally
ended in April 1991 by when around 50,000 four-stroke models
had been made.
The IFA Club celebrates its 50th anniversary in 2019

– more details of the Club and East German vehicles at
www.IFAClub.co.uk.

A Pocket History of the Trabant – Richard Hemington

P601, Forestry Kübelwagen, and early version

1.1 and P601

Trabant 1.1

Civilian Tramp and ex-military Kübelwagen
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Premium

Car Care
www.autoglym.com
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